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One dominating reason by far: 

• SMIDSY

• Sorry mate –
I didn’t see you.
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Where driver is crossing cyclists path



Possible remedies for SMIDSY 
• Be bright on a bike?

• Position cyclists where drivers are looking

• Time separation: Control conflicting movements by traffic lights.

• Position cyclists between turning and through traffic. 

• Slow traffic – e.g roundabouts - platforms

• Truck drivers blind spots – (and unforgiving design)

• Advanced cyclist limit lines

• MORE people on bikes
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Copenhagen cycle tracks: How safe?
Danish cycle tracks early research 

48% crash increase.
• Trafitech:  – Sören Jensen:  exposure adjusted 
• All users

• Urban Bicycle tracks increased all users crash risk and injuries by 
10%  (exposure adjusted)

• Intersection crash risk (all users) increased by 18% 
Cyclists
• Mid-block 13% reduction. 
• Intersections 24% increase

• 20% more cyclists used them in the early years.     



Austroads NS 1435 – intersections 
study

• Method 

• 4 arm signals, two way flow sites only

• Where turning counts available

• Christchurch sites  - 56

• Adelaide sites:  - 46

• Total 102 intersections

• 209 arms with facility, 172 without





Key conclusions
• The overall effect of cycle lanes was neutral.  Cycle 

lanes built to high standards improve cyclist safety at 
intersections with traffic signals.  

• Those built to lesser standard can reduce cyclist safety.

• Having adequate total space available, is more 
important for safety than whether a cycle lane is 
marked within the available space.

• But we know the cycle lane makes cyclist feel more 
comfortable. 





Key conclusions

• Sites with shared left-turn and through lanes have the 
highest crash rates. 

• However they benefit the most from coloured cycle 
lanes and advanced storage boxes.  



Key conclusions







Key conclusions

• Sites with exclusive left turn lanes are much safer for 
cyclists than those with a shared through and left 
turning lane. Any intersection design should first aim 
to provide them.  More important than having a cycle 
lane.

• Any cycle lanes provided need to use colour from the 
transition across the diverge area to the limit line. 



Key conclusions
• Cycle lane widths had varying effects depending on crash type. 

Overall, wider cycle lanes were more beneficial over the range 
of 1 metre to 1.8 metres.   

• Crashes at sites with coloured cycle lanes (all within 
Christchurch) decreased by 39% in the before and after studies 
and for most crash types produced modelled safety factors less 
than 0.5.  

• This conclusion provides evidence that the better driver 
behaviour observed in previous studies at coloured cycle lanes 
results in substantially safer outcomes. 



Key conclusions

Where there was insufficient room to mark a separate cycle lane, a transition treatment from a mid-
block cycle lane beside parked cars into a short narrow 
shared kerbside left lane or “mixing zone” was successful. 





Summary: 
• It is worth the effort to get enough space for exclusive turn lanes 

and free turns 

• Compromised design standards are less safe 

• Always use colour from transition through to advanced storage 

Other lessons

• Quality on-road facilities do attract cyclists safely  

• Develop a separate counting program for cyclists (and pedestrians)

• A very strong safety in numbers effect





Cycle lanes 
• Our earlier cycle lanes were not any safer for cyclists – too narrow, close to 

car doors, and to the left of turning traffic at intersections. 
• We now know they need to be wider, and how to design them to be safer at 

intersections and when to colour them. 
• These better more recent designs are giving us good safety results and 

growing cycling where networks have been completed. 
• They provide even better safety benefits for other users.
• But US and NZ research shows about half of those interested in cycling but 

more concerned about their safety are not comfortable on cycle lanes on 
faster and busier roads – i.e our major arterials.

• So if we want to attract them to cycling for transport they need to feel safer. 
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Path crossing side road - Netherlands













https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/Walking-Cycling-and-Public-Transport/img/cycle-network-guidance/illlustrations/_resampled/FitWzkwMCw2MDBd-DA10-4-definitions-for-german-radial-roundabout.jpg








Making urban cycling safe and attractive

There is a partial tension here  - we need both. 

Up until recently we have been focussing on safety with 

attracting more people to cycling as a secondary 

consideration.

Now we are giving them equal weight.

Current best practice for on-road lanes has a sound evidence 

base.



Making urban cycling safe and attractive

The new ideas we are trying in order to attract more people to 

cycle have sound evidence base in terms of their views on what 

feels safe, - but a poor evidence base on their actual safety. We 

need to carefully evaluate our experiments and learn the 

lessons.   

If less safe solutions attract a lot more people cycling safety in 

numbers will work for us – despite some potential safety 

issues. 
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Thank you 




